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Detailed Accomplishments by Task  
 
Task 1: Refinements to the CB6r4 Mechanism in CAMx 
 
Initial CAMx v.6.40 base case simulations completed using the Secondary Organic Aerosol 
Partitioning (SOAP2) scheme exhibited a high bias in hourly average PM2.5, organic aerosol, and 
organic carbon concentrations relative to surface observations for the DISCOVER-AQ time 
period in southeastern Texas. Predictions of contemporary carbon contributions were biased low 
relative to radiocarbon source apportionment analysis at Conroe. A primary aim this month was 
to refine the SOAP2 scheme to improve CAMx model performance.  
 
The current SOAP2 scheme in CAMx v.6.40 implicitly accounts for functionalization (and 
fragmentation) by chemical aging of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) components in the gas 
phase as they are based on a parameterization that describes multiple generations of oxidation of 
SOA precursors (Hodzic et al., 2016). However, it doesn’t include SOA loss by photolysis, 
which can be competitive with other aging mechanisms of atmospheric SOA (Henry and 
Donahue, 2012; Hodzic et al., 2016). To account for this removal process in the particle phase, 
the photolytic loss of SOA, as a first-order decay reaction with a photolysis rate derived by 
scaling the NO2 photolysis rate, was implemented in a new version of SOAP identified as 
SOAP2r3: 
 

𝑑𝑑[𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆]
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 =  −𝐽𝐽𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 [𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆]  =  −𝑠𝑠 𝐽𝐽𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆2  [𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆] 
 
There remain significant uncertainties in the SOA photolysis rate with estimates varying by 
orders of magnitudes (Henry and Donahue, 2012; Hodzic et al., 2016). For this work, the rate 
was estimated as 0.4% of 𝐽𝐽𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆2 assuming a photolysis lifetime of approximately one day as 
suggested by Henry and Donahue (2012). 
 



The performance of CAMx v.6.40 with the SOAP2r3 scheme was evaluated against observations 
at CAMS sites throughout eastern Texas and surface and aircraft observations in southeastern 
Texas, with a focus on aerosol measurements at the Conroe surface site. CAMx predictions were 
generally comparable to those using the hybrid 1.5-dimensional (1.5-D) Volatility Basis Set 
(VBS) approach for organic gas‐ aerosol partitioning and oxidation. CAMx v6.40 with the 
SOAP2r3 scheme will serve as the base case for future simulations that evaluate updates to the 
CB6r4 mechanism. The team is currently writing the results of the CAMx performance 
evaluation with SOAP2r3 and comparisons with SOAP2 and the 1.5-D VBS schemes that will be 
incorporated into the final project report. 
 
Updates to the CB6r4 mechanism began last month and are on-going. Terpenes have been 
differentiated into two classes, α-pinene represented by the new model species APIN and other 
terpenes represented by the existing model species TERP. Reactions of APIN and TERP with 
oxidants OH, O3 and NO3 were developed by updating the reactions for TERP in CB6r4 using 
published laboratory studies and analyses of ambient data. In particular, yields of alkyl nitrate 
from APIN and TERP reactions have been defined that are consistent both with laboratory 
studies and ambient data.  
 
The CB species, NTR2, represents organic nitrates that can partition significantly to organic 
aerosol. NTR2 is assumed to undergo reaction with OH or hydrolysis within aerosols. The gas-
particle partitioning of NTR2 and subsequent hydrolysis of NTR2 in the particle phase are 
implemented as a pseudo gas-phase reaction in CAMx v.6.40. The particle-phase NTR2 
hydrolysis lifetime was set to 6-hours according to Liu et al. (2012). Recent laboratory 
experiments as well as findings from the Southeast Atmosphere Studies (SAS) (e.g., Rindelaub 
et al., 2016; Fisher et al., 2016) have indicated much shorter atmospheric lifetimes are 
appropriate for acidic aerosols. In this study, aerosol pH, derived by the inorganic 
thermodynamic model ISORROPIA in CAMx and obtained via the Chemical Process Analysis 
(CPA) tool, was investigated in the 4-km eastern Texas domain. Daily mean aerosol pH was 
generally acidic in nature throughout the region. Instead of implementing pH-dependent 
hydrolysis rates in CAMx as described in previous monthly technical reports, a decision was 
made to reduce the particle-phase NTR2 hydrolysis lifetime in the CB6 mechanism to 1-hour. 
 
Collectively the changes to the terpene chemistry and the NTR2 hydrolysis lifetime were 
implemented in a new version of the CB mechanism identified as CB6r6T.  
 
The planned approach for updating alkane chemistry (i.e., the CB6 model species PAR) to 
differentiate lighter from heavier alkanes is being revised because of results obtained in another 
project. We will not develop a revised PAR mechanism from previous work using the Master 
Chemical Mechanism (MCM) because this MCM-derived PAR scheme is not performing well.  
Instead, we will develop a revised PAR mechanism for use in this study by making reference to 
SAPRC condensed chemical mechanisms for alkanes. 
 
Task 2. Evaluating CB6r4 Updates in CAMx Modeling for DISCOVER-AQ 
The CAMx emission inventory was updated to split TERP into APIN and TERP. A CAMx 
simulation that replaced the CB6r4 mechanism with CB6r6T but was otherwise identical to the 
base case (i.e., with the SOAP2r3 scheme) was completed. Analysis of the results of this 
simulation relative to the base case is on-going. 
 
Task 3. Project Reporting and Presentation 



On-going per requirements. 
 
Preliminary Analysis  
As above. 
 
Data Collected 
None. 
 
Identify Problems or Issues Encountered and Proposed Solutions or Adjustments 
None. 
 
Goals and Anticipated Issues for the Succeeding Reporting Period 
Goals for the next reporting period include completing documentation of the base case model 
performance with the SOAP2r3 scheme and evaluating the CAMx simulation with the CB6r6T 
mechanism implemented. The team will continue to work on revisions to the alkane chemistry. 
 
Detailed Analysis of the Progress of the Task Order to Date 
The project is proceeding as planned. 
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Do you have any bibliographic publications related to this project that have been 
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presentations for the AQRP Workshop). 
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